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Orthopedic surgeon by day, Dr. Linda Rasmussen is a professional photographer well known for her

distinctive perspective and ability to bring out Mother Nature's most unique and awesome beauty.

Based in Hawaii, she has daily access to some of the most stunning scenery found anywhere. She

travels the world with camera in hand and is eager to share with you what she sees through her

lens.
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Orthopedic surgeon by day, Dr. Linda Rasmussen is a professional photographer well known for her

distinctive perspective and ability to bring out Mother Nature's most unique and awesome beauty.

Based in Hawaii, she has daily access to some of the most stunning scenery found anywhere. She

travels the world with camera in hand and is eager to share with you what she sees through her

lens.

This is a beautiful book with amazing photographs of O'ahu. I bought it for a gift and decided to

keep it for myself!

Beautiful book!! Love it! Gorgeous photos!

It is not everyday that the title of a publication matches its contents. Nani Oahu that translates into

Beautiful Oahu is certainly one such publication. Linda Rasmussen has done a magnificent job in

capturing with great sensitivity what is beautiful in Hawai'i in this superbly illustrated high quality

publication. Dr. Rasmussen is a highly respected and highly skilled orthopedic surgeon who has



penetrating trained eyes that do not miss any detail, and in this instance she does not miss any

beautiful detail that abound in this delightful publication. I highly recommend this book as a personal

possession as well as a gift on any happy occasion.

Just wow! I don't know how she does it! As a busy and in demand surgeon, Dr Rasmussen still

somehow had time not only to take and edit so many gorgeous photos from all over the island from

sunrise to sunset, but she published a book of them!! Blows me away! As a photographer, I can fully

appreciate how much time, effort and love when into a project like this.She is one super talented

lady!After purchasing one for yourself, pick one up for any of your friend or family who have been to

Oahu or who want to visit Oahu. Wonderful, wonderful collection!

A stimulating collection of photos, often of places seldom seen by the typical tourist, let alone the

local resident. Rasmussen's adventures out into the country and to many difficult-to-access-places

provides the owner/reader of the book a rich visual experience, all without the need to get ones

boots dirty. Her views are sometimes photographed from a low view, almost as if a youngster was

shooting the picture. This provides taller folks with a fresh visual smile, and helps to invite the

shorter set to feel included in a rich, visually inclusive, experience.

Linda Rasmussen is as gifted a photographer as she is a surgeon! This book brings the natural

beauty of Oahu alive and in the hands of the viewer. Each picture draws you into the scene as if you

were there and makes you want to book the next flight! This book is a treasure you don't want to

miss!

This is simply the most exquisite depiction of O'ahu. The beautiful sunsets and sunrises shows it all.

The book is beautifully presented and the photos just breathtaking. A real coffee table show stopper.

We live in New Zealand and think we have a beautiful country but to own and see this book just

wants to make you book the first flight to Hawaii. Absolutely fabulous and every detail noted. This

would make a wonderful to gift who loves Hawaii or has ever dreamed of travelling there.Nicky &

Moses SevierChristchurch, New Zealand

Nani O'ahu... Beautiful O'ahu by Dr. Linda Rasmussan, is a masterpiece of breathtaking

photography! Each page is a frameable collectible. I purchased several copies & one of them was

sent to friends in Germany--[soo easy to mail anywhere in the world, as it fits perfectly into anyU.S.



Postal Service Flat Rate envelope!] I taught art in Hawaii for over twenty five years; I was captivated

by Dr. Rasmussan's "gifted eye" in choosing not only magnificent subject matter, butsnapping

pictures at the exact moment of perfection--sunset, sunrise, moonrise, hovering rainbows, clouds

billowing in the sky... The Bureau of Tourism in Hawaii should send copies of this book to agents all

over the world to promote Oahu as a positively majestic tourist destination.I give this book five

stars+...
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